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                            Gun-rights attorney predicts troubling precedent after Crumbley parents convicted

                            
                                Reacting to a controversial criminal trial in Michigan, a gun-rights advocate predicts the legal right to keep firearms in your home is in jeopardy after two parents were convicted and now await sentencing for the actions of their deranged teenage son.
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                                In detailed warning, ex-Muslim warns 'Death to America' chant not just a cultural sing-along

                                
                                    Chants for the "death of America" at a protest in Dearborn, Michigan are proof Muslims’ goal of world domination is not just propaganda, says a former Muslim. 
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                                U.S. House could face another Speaker vote with 'so much at stake'

                                
                                    As lawmakers return this week from their spring break, House Republicans will step back into the fire, though this time the flames are different.
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                                Where the pressure should be applied

                                
                                    A Jewish journalist and national security expert says the Biden administration fundamentally doesn't understand the Israeli people.
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                                'King' Biden revives vote-buying scheme

                                
                                    Joe Biden continues to ignore the law and the courts and push his so-called student loan relief plan.
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                How concerned are you about hi-tech devices that are reportedly 'listening in' on your life?
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            Realizing our differences, Americans not seeking middle ground

            Gallup reports that the divide between Republicans and Democrats on how much power the federal government should have has increased by 50 points over the last 20 years.
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